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PERFOR~ANCE

OF GAS COMPRESSORS UNDER VERY wiDELY VARYING
PRESSURE RATIOS.

Dr. Arthur m. Seligm an,Prof essor Emeritu s,
Enginee ring Departm ent,Gan non Colleg e,Erie, Pa.

0,0. PURPOSE OF THE PAPER.
m mass
lb
m Vol.Ef f.-Fact or, Eq.(18a )
The well known methods for design and compu~ Compr. Factor, Eq.(49)
tation of gas compre ssors, that is for deterN Speed
Rpm
minatio n of power, displac ement,a nd - for muln Polytro pic Exponen t
tistage machine s - the optimal interst age preAcft/cf t
ssures ,genera lly conside r the case that inlet {}t Gas Density
P Force
and outlet pressur es are constan t or vary so
lbf
p Pressur e
psi a
little that average values may be used. This
Q Specifi c Capaci ty,Eq.(7 4) Acft/cb t
paper deals with cases where either o~ both of
R Gas Constan t
lb • ft/ R
these pressur es vary over a very wide range.
S Swept Volume
art, cu.in.
E.g. when evacua ting a vessel to 29" vacuum
T Temper atura
the pressur e ratio varies from 1 to 30; when
R
OF
t Temper ature
pumping up a shop air supply system it varies
u Vol.Eff .-Const ant,Eq. (18a)
from 1 to 8; and transfe rring bottled gas from
V Volume
shippin g contain ers to high pressur e storage
eft
v Specifi c Volume
tanks may involve a variati on from 1 to 100.
cft/lb
IAI
work
ft"lb
Equatio ns and diagram s will be develop ed for .
w Specifi c Work
ft
• lbs/Acf t
volume tric efficie ncy, capacit y,powe r,and work
z Time
sec
at large pressur e variati ons. For very high
~ Constan t, Eg.(18)
pressur es, where the perfect gas law would
{? Factor, Eq. UB)
lead to large errors, a more accurat e equatio n
r_
Receive r Factor, Eq. (34)
of state is introdu ced, most conven iently via
~ Temper ature Differe nce
a log p- log v-diagr am, such as previou sly pub- ~ Pressur e Ratio, Eq. (1)
lished by the author.
£; Polytro pic Factor, [q. l4da)-~ Conv.V ol.Eff'y , Eq. (17)
Most results ,e.g.co ncernin g tempera ture,wo rk,
-JL Real Vol.Ef f'y,Eg. (18a)
power,c apacity are applica ble also to dynamic
-machine s (jet and turbo); howeve r,all those in- t Work Factor, Eq.(10)
-volving clearan ce space, such as volume tric ef- dr Displac ement Rat29, Eq.(43 )-t:' Abbrev iation • ~
ficienc y and displac ement, are signifi cant on~Eq. (4) -~Volume Ratio, Eq.(2J
ly to positiv e displac ement compre ssors (reci-i' Volume Factor, Eq.(11)
procati ng or rotary) .
X Temper ature Factor,. Eq. (g)
The propose d calcula tions can easily be proJV Specifi c Work, Eq.l8)
HP/Acfm
grammed for comput er,altho ugh it may seem to
~Abbreviation
(n-1)/n
be doubtfu l, whether most of them have to be
Supers cripts
repeate d often enough to make this worth while
None
refers to compre ssion
0.1. SYIYIBOLS.(See foot note next page)
Prime
"
" re-expa nsion
" Double Prime "
A
Piston Area
" intake Vessel
sq.in
"' Triple Prime "
" dischar ge vessel
a Receive r Volume
eft
*
Asteris k,see Sec.1.1 .1.1. Eq.(13b )
c Clearan ce Volume
cu.in
Bar, Transi tion,Se c.1.2.1 .1. Eq.(45)
c
Relativ e Clearan ce, C/5
D
Cylinde r Bore
inch
Subscr ipts
Heat Factor, Eq.(12)
E
A Atmosp here
f
Error, Eq. l16a)
a Beginn ing, initial
H
Heat, Eq.(12)
ad Adiaba tic
aTu
Stroke
J
inch
D Dischar ge (receiv er)
j
Strikin g Clearan ce
inch
f final
k
Spec. Heat Ratio,c /c
g
Grand Total
Power
L
P v
HP, kW
H High Pressur e

=
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Intermediate time,or between stages
1
is Isotherm
Low Pressure
L
M Intermediate Pressure
Polytropic
p
Suction, Intake \Receiver)
S
Specific
s
Surrounding , ambient
u
Total
T
1,2,3 ••••• n OutlR~ of 1st,2nd,3rd ,nth Stage
10,20 ••• After:1ft~2ad ••••• Cooler

)f

Ga s e s •
1, P e r f e c t
1,0.1, RANGE,ACCURACY, POLYTROPICS.
For a start we use the perfect gas law.
This is permissible even for high pressure
compressors , at least for the lower stages,
because the dimensioning of a cylinder depends on the gas volume at its inlet.E.g.
for one of the very popular four-stage 2200
psig compressors the intake to the last
stage is abt.aoo psig, and the error by assuming a perfect gas is abt. 0.5 o/o for
air or 1 o/o for Helium. Real gas behavior
will be considered in Sec. 2, if, and as
far as,necessary (usually above 2000 psig).
~ furthermore assume that compression and
expansion proceed along polytropics ; theoretically this is not even true for perfect
gases, but only the end points of the curvas are important for our purpose, which always can be correctly determined, even for
real gases, by a suitable choice of the exponent "n". for the power input it makes
little difference whether the compression
line I-II in fig.1 is a true polytropic
(full line) or deviates somewhat (dash line), and for the volumetric efficiency only
the endpoint IV of the re-expansion line is
decisive.
1,0.2, MOMENTARY VALUES,
For easy notation we use the symbols of
Eq\'s (1) to (5):
(1Je=P 1/P 0
= v /v 1

(2)

rp

(3~

G)=

(4
(5

'C

=

d=

0
(n-1 )/n

see foot note

cw

gasily found on the auxiliary tables II to
v,which for various n andt give resp.the
Temperature -Rise, Work, and Volume Factors
(g) :X"" 6_tpol/6tad = ( '&pol- 1 )/( 'l:-'ad- 1 )
(10)~ = ¥'pol/lbad = /"'(',n/J[3.5 ·~n-1U
f'ii -T<
pol/ SZ' ad
=
( 11
Table II and Eq.(g) are particularly useful,
because estimation and/or experimenta l determination of n is most conveniently done
by temperatura ; every compressor man has a
pretty good idea of the final temperature ,
and in tests it can easily be ascertained .
1.1. SINGLE STAGE OPERATION.
1.1.1. Pumping Down~
1.1.1.1. Capacity,
See fig 1. The compressor works from a decreasing intake to a constant discharge
pressure; the cylinder volume is small compared to the vessel. Consider the end of
the intake period: with each stroke the gas
mass dV/(v+dv) is removed; at the beginning
the vessel contained the gas mass 8/v, at
the end B/(v+dv); thus,
8 - __[__
or
=
(13) ~
V+ dv
V
V+oV
, integrated
• £2
JL
~
(13a) £~
P
n"
v
8
= B • ln Vf = ~ ' ln Pa
(13b) V
Pf
n"
v8
f
Vf is the capacity (D2l displacemen t) required to pump down the receiver volume 8 from
Pa to Pf· We designate the ratio Pa/Pf by
t *, that is the ratio of two pressures at
the same location at different times,whers as E (without asterisk) is always the ratio at
the same time, but at different locations.
If we pump very fast, there will be no opp- ..
ortunity for heat exchange, and compression
and expansion within a vessel will be practically adiabatic, n"~k; however, the pumping will in most cases take considerable
time, and in as much as the heat capacity
of the vessel plus possible liquid or solid
filling usually by far exceeds that of the
gas, the temperature will vary only slightly, even if the vessel is insulated, thus

=

n 11 ~1.

450. (-r'-1)
For polyt£opic processes

If the temperature at the end of the pumping is lower, it will rise again,when the
compressor is stopped; thus, if we specify
The i~itlai volume in (2) is compared to
the end volume, not vice versa; thus for
compression bathe and (j) > 1.
Factors 144 and 4.5 in (6) and (8) appear
due to inconsisten t units used; such factors wilL be omitted in the following,wh ere
constistent units are taken for granted,
The unit Acft (ambient ·eft) is that quantity of gas, which would occupy 1 eft at
14.7 psia and the prevailing temperature ,
whereas a scft (standard eft) refers to
a standard temperature .

(Za)p = C 'IH
• ('t'-1)
(6) dlil= 144 • p 0 • dV 0 • 1/('
I..U

see foot note. And only for perfect gases
(7) T 1 :: 7:" T 0
(7a)t 1 =. ?:· t 0 +0
(?b) 6_t ,. t 1 -t 0 = t 0 • (t'-1) +

r

o

To facilitate numerical computations tables
have been prepared, wich, however, for lack
of space cannot be reproduced here: Table I
values for adiabatic compreslists the
sion of a perfect diatomic gas-1 i.e. for
n=b1. 4, thus~= t 0•71¥ tt' = ,to:2.g:, , 1 /GJ = 3. 5,
and the specific work
(8) JLI "' (1: -1 )/4.5 HP/Acfm; see foot note.
The values for other exponents can then be
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the vacuum after tempera ture equaliz ation,
we must first pump down to a lower pressur e
pi. It will be
'l
, )
~w
t14 Ta/T i = tz
and the require d capac~ty will by
(15) Vi
= 8 • ln ~
which differs from eq, (13b) by the factor

1

nil.

1,1,1,2 , Work.
Substit uting (13a) into (6), conside ring
Po== p 1/t and integra ting, we g~t
if
1
(16) w = p 1 • B' 1/0 • 1/n"
-n£5'}£a
which for the most frequen t case t, == 1
simplif ies to
1a z:/l
( 1 6b) w =
B •
~
t f ~ 'i1-1 -::~
Strictl y this is only correct for n=n", the
error,h owever , is in practic al cases only
small; a rough rule of thumb is
r<1 o/o i f c·t. (n'-n)< 0.03.

·{~

H. . L

1.1.1.3 . Displac ement.
Comput ation of the require d displac ement
from eq.(13b ),by estimat ing an average value for the volume tric efficie ncy /t, is not
satisfa ctory for wide variati ons of£. The
"conve ntional volume tric efficie ncy", as a.
Q• taken from an indicat or chart, is J
l17) 1z_ = 1 - c'(f1 -1) = 1 + c- c~
The real volume tric efficie ncy 1 is c&nsid erably less due to leakage and heat exchang e
between the incomin g gas and the cylinde r;
this can be conside red by multipl ying the
(f"'-1 )-term with a factor (.3 (perhap s 1.2);
many designe rs prefer to deduct a constan t,
thus making 1. = 'L -rf.. • In order to satisfy everybod y's taste, we combine both method s,viz.
( 1 8 ) ;}.. =

1 -

Introdu cing

0 . c . <p., -1 )

- 0..

m == ~·c and u = 1 + m -~we get
( 1 Be) /L = u - m•cp)
with the definit ion
(1Bd) /L "' dV/dS
substit uting into eq.(13a ), and integra ting
from a to f, we arrive at It
'l
l1 9b) s
= 8 •
~.
ln
~
f
n
u
~
which for p
p , thus t = tJJ = 1 and
a
1
a T a
:2a = u-m = 1 -0.. simplif ies to
)
\19c) Sf
B • 1 • ~ 'ln (u-m) '?:,{
fi1T
u
u - m 'f:L
This enables us to compute the total ~is
placeme nt require d from the values at the
final vacuum alone.
1.1.1,4 , Attaina ble Vacuum.
Setting ~= O, we obtain from (18c)
(20a) fmax"' {*)n'
See Table VII.
1,1.1,5 , Power.
Conside ring L == dW/dz, and dS/dz = const,w e
find from aq.(6a) ,(1Bc), and (18d) as condition for Lmax lsea Table VII)
(24)
Z:/n+m 'CV'f/ U :1

Jr ·
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The old rule of thumb, to lay out the drivs
of single- stage vacuum pumps for£ :3 is a
rough approxi mation; with increas ing c the
maximum power shifts toward lowar f. and decreases ,
1.1,2. Pumping Up, ,
We pump from constan t inlet conditi ons,p ,
t 0 \usuall y atmosp heric pressur e,ambia nt 0
tempera tura) against varying pressur e p •
1
In most cases the gas will be cooled back
to its origina l tempera tura t
"" t 0 in an
afterco oler. Under operati ng ~~thod "A 11
valve A in Fig. 4 is wide open and ths receiver pressur e control led by valve z,the
work is represe nted by I-II-III -IV in Fig.
3; under method "B" valva A throttl es the
flow to maintai n the cooler pressur e p =
1
p 1 always at the maximum = p ; the wotk
ra9rase ntad by I-II-II I-Vis 'consid erably
greater ; this operati on is still often applied to squeeze out water.
1,1.2.1 , Capacit y.
1,1.2,1 ,1. with Cooling .
If we could avoid tempera ture rise in the
receive r, we would have
(25) 6_V 0 = B ' (E -t0)
Actuall y the gas heats up due to its comprassio n,is mixed with the cold gas from
the cooler, and exchang es heat with the
receive r materia l and the outside ;theref or
(26b) 6Vo,r= 1/n 11 ' • (ff- Ea)'(r afT
1
or for the most frequen t case that t = 1
and T0 = T10 = Ta
a

cl•a

(27b) Tr '-T 0

.

1 +(nu

1_

n'"

1 ).

ta/·lf

for large f wird Tf ~T · ·'• ~~~', from which
n 11 ' can be Found by obse~vation. For perfect gases this remains valid also for operation "8", as throttl ing does not change
the enthalp y.
1.1,2,1 .2. Without Cooling ,
If the gas is to be used hot and, therefo r,
not cooled, Eq.(7) and (2a) apply,w harein
n"' must refer to the entire systam ,i.e.
compre ssion plus heat transfe r in pipes
and receive r, t~us
lij
(28) Tf = T0 "T11\2aa)6_ v ,f"' 8 • Uf -1)
0
Operati on 11 8 11 is out of questio n as no
moistur e can be removed ,
1,1,2.2 . Displac ement.
From eq.(18c ) and (~a) we get
• 'fl d f.
(31 ) S f = a • 1
ii"'
~u-rn r:pJ
which can be integra ted by develop ing into
a series, which however for large f and low
n' converg es vary slowly,
1,1, 2. 3, Work,
~ need only conside r the case f = 1, as
work from "a 11 to «f" can be foun8 as difference "1" to "f" minus "1" to ''a". fbr
operati on 11 A" we gat

(29)\V(A)

r-= p 0 ·~it• ·~'t':f"n/.(Zn-1)-1) ·lf/6J

maximum, which can be found from the condi1
n
tion n-1
- u/b m:- "£. = 0
- - - + 'i;.. - 't,f
l40) t.-.-q;
The drive, hawever,must satisfy the absolute maximum, which may occur at any combination of pressures within the specified limits, namely when either \a) the highest
admissible pressure pre~ails at the discharge side andthas the value from £q.~24),
provided the sa determined intake pressure
is permissible, or when (b) the suction
pressure is highest and£ reaches the value
of Eq.\33) or \33a), if this is within the
limits; if neither la) nor \b) is within
the limits, maximum power is required,when
both pressures are at their maximum.

·J

+ n/(2n-1)
'
whereas for 11 9 11
(30)IAI(B),f'"' Po"n•~' • (ff-1) • (t'f-1)
Table VI shows the specific work w ,.,
~·n"'/Po ·sand the ratio ~lA)tf/W(a),f;

r

as can be seen 1AJA/IAI9 is roughly near D. 6.
1

1,1,2.4. Attainable Pressure,
The maximum pressure from Eq, (20a) with ;t
= D has no practical significance, as it
will be way over the safety limit,
1 • 1 • 2. 5. Power.
Similar to Sec.1.1.1,5 we find the condition for maxim~m P.ower
(33a) f/t:U- .f·~/{n-1) "' u/m
1,1,3, Gas Transfer,
Gas is transferred from the intake vessel,
where the pressure steadily de~reases,to
the discharge vessel (receiver),where the
pressure increases, Only operation 11 A11 need
be considered, as 11 8 11 would be identical
with constant discharge pressure,Sec,1,1,1,
1,1,3,1, Capacity.
As required capacity is independent of val~
umetric efficiency, it can be calculated
from Eq.(13b) with~1 referring to the intake vessel.
1 , 1 • 3. 2. Work.
we write
For convenience
n'1 ' , BD "T1o
then
n" 'B 'T
(34)

r=

s

r.

1.2. STAGING.
1.2.1. TWO STAGES,
IAie neglect the pressure drop through the
intercoolers, as it is low far wall designed machines, thus p 1 = p 10 etc. The intermediate pressure is date rmined by the
displacement ratio, as p 10 must assume that
small enough to
value, which makes v 10
second stage, Thus,
be swallowed by the
l41)

Vo

\42)

0

.

T- I

ti

(36) dW= ·~ ·rs.a.[r+ta..J~ 'lrHI'/. • ~
which can be inte9rated only i~ finite
steps, Note that even for the same initial
pressures the work depends an the ratio
Bs/Bo·
1,1,3,3. Displacement,
From the above equations and (19) we obtain

dvt, - _ df:.
(35a ) ~
- 'rtf;

r31 ) ..15-11

'

E1

=

or

s... ,t~..·ro

To
5L•tk.{w

SH·lH'fJt

T,o

m,,!

(35d) dps "' - Ps,a • - c.r+ 0 2. • d £.
from which with Eq.(6a),(13a) and certain
admissible simplifications

13

C. ,

V1o

S H • ;[H ·To
Po
L
Aside from a few special cases SL/SH remains constant. IAie set
(43) o= 5?-·T;o
Sn • 'o
Substituting (18c) and (43) into (42) furnishes the important equation
Ufl
U,__
111L.J'O)
6
?
11!fi
+
( 44 )"CfH= t.i_. ( fti.H YLror given suction and discharge pressures,
p and p 2 ,estimate p 1 and thus ~L , calcul0
ate g;'~ from l44) • f!nd the. corresponding
f. H ; J.f necessary
~ H and Pz = p 1
repeat with a corrected value for f:L.
1,2.1.1. Pumping Up.
Starting from equalized pressures Po=P 1 =p 0 ,
p 1 will first rise and the gas will be
pushed through the second stage without
work being performed there; the first stage
works as per Sec,1,1,2,_until p 1 reaches
the value determined by_the dis placement
ratio; from then an p 1 will remain almost
constant, while Po continues rising; the
first stage works ,thus, as per Sec,1.D.2.
and the second as per 1.1.2.
The values at the transition from single to
two-stage operation may be designated by a
bar, fl' p 1 etc. and can be found by setting (/H in Eq. (44) = 0; the condition is,
in the most convenient notation
J:!...,_
UH-tnH. [ +t'r/,.,
(45)

dps
(35) dpo "' With the boundary condition that at the beginning the vessel pressures were rasp.
Psa and Poa , we obtain

/+ca.

5,.,·1/..t... ~ .~iJ •Ill-/

- et.t.
1
"' -»)' nn- ( rtf.){u.-mf)

which aiso can be integrated only in steps,
1,1,3,4, Attainable Pressuret.
from (20a) we get from (35c)
Finding £
• r-ft~
max_
Trf:~
( 3 B) Ps,min - Ps,a
max
( 3 g) Po,max ~ Ps,min •

e

G""· mL

[_

Tt.-

Jtl'-

1,2,1,2, Pumping Down,
During the first period Po= Ps drops,while
p 1 is approximately canst ant = pD,until

1,1,3,5, Power,
According to the initial conditions and tha
the power may go through a relative
ratio

r
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£1 is reached, which remains almost constant

from then on; the first $tage can, thus,be
computed ae per Sec. 1,1,1,while the second
stage practically idles, During the second
period the first stage works practically at
a constant pressure ratio, and the second
stage from a decreasing (intermediate)pressure against a constant high pres~ure, and
can, thus, also be computed as par Sec,1,1.
1, ,replacing 8 in Eq. 's (13) to (24) by
Bs/£L , and setting n" = 1 (as the interoao1~--- temperature is held constant). The
capacity of the first stage must then bet L
times greater than that of the second.
The power of the first stage increases during the first period from 0 to
(47) LL = J1:L '(dSL/dz)• (p 2/tl)· (~ -1),
wheDeby it may pass through a maximum. The
work of the first stag~ during the second
period, from Eq. 's (6a) and (13a) is
(46) dWL =(8S/n 11 )'dp 0 • ('t' L-1)/G.JL
which can be integrated as TL "' canst = "'('L
(46a) wL =- (as/n")'('&\-1)"(p 0 ,f-P 2/£L)/at:,
The power of the second stage may also go
through a maximum,for sizing the drive the
peak power of the first stage must be compared to the sum of peak power of the second stage plus the simultaneous power of
the first, which will be
(47a) LL= Jtl·(dSL/dz)•p 2 ·('(L-1)/(£L•fH)
~ LL/iH
1,2,1,3. Transfer.
An analogous method can be used for varying
pressures on both sides. A more exact method far greatly varyi~g ~h will ~discussed
later. If at the beglnni g ft> tL 1the first
period will be suppressed,
1,2,2, MANY STAGES,
The interstage pressures in multistage compressors are essentially determined by the
displacement ratios; as any operator knows,
they remain almost constant regardless of
the discharge pressure, as long as the inlet
pressure le.g. atmospheric) does not change,
and essential deviations from the "normal"
pressures are a sure sign of impending trouble, It is, therefore, rather obvious,how
to extend the methods discussed above to
more than two stages, but lack of space prohibits spelling out the details here, Multistaging is naturally most often used far
high pressures, in the end stages of which
deviations from the perfect gas law must be
considered, which will be discussed next.
2,

R e a 1

G a s e s •

2,0, GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS.
All our processes may exactly enough be considered polytropic; this remains valid for
real gases,porvided only we use a correct
value for the exponent. mast conveniently a
lg p-log v-diagram is used,in which the-exponent can easily be determined by the
slope of the lines. A skeleton of such a
diagram,previously published by the autho~
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and still exact eno~h for our purpose,is ·
given as Fig. 5 ~ 1 j .lila exclude cases of
very low temperature, liquefaction and evaporation. Thus, in our range of moderate
to high temperatures and high pressures
all polytropics are steeper than for a perfect gas; also the isathermes have an exponent greater than unity, for estimation
is often convenient to set
\4Ba) npol = "S'nad + l1- ~) • nis
fortunately moderate errors in estimating
will not cause great errors in our computations; subsequent checks are most easily
done by temperature observations, for real
gases the term 1:: does nat represent the
temperature ratio, even if the correct nval~:~e, v~z. log t. /log(p ,is used; h-o-wever,
~ ls stlll useful fo~ computing.
2,1, PRESSURE VESSELS.
2.1.0. GENERAL CONDITIONS.
At the temperatures of interest hera a
high pressure vassal contains lass gas
than figured with the perfect gas law; a
multiplier. sometimes called"Compressibility factor" oft~n facilitates calculations
It is listed in Jable VIII and defined by•
(49)Jf., = [

B.4-1
PA v~

T=const (pA = 14.7 psia)
The pressures prevailing in two vessels,between which gas is transferred, are 1 af course1 independent of the type of compressor
and its efficiency, but greatly depend on
the temperatures, No general equation for
the temperature changes during expansion
and compression can be given, as they not
only depend on the gas.properties, but also
on the heat exchange w1th vessel and pipe
lines, and the latter again on the available time, area, shaptand surfaca,specific
heat and conductance of the wall material,
and the heat transfer to the ambient. With
very fast pumping the process within each
vessel will be almost adiabatic, with very
slow pumping almost isathermic, and in between we have to make an educated guess,
2.1.1, INTAKE VESSEL,
E.g. supply of gas from steel cylinders
can be investigated with the diagram:Starting from the initial state go along a polytropic to the final pressure, find so the
gas remaining, which deducted from the initial quantity gives the amount taken out•
see fig 6, A 'z; -value of 0,3 means heavy '
r:ost on the cylinder valve,~= 0.15 a
llght frost.
2,1,2, DISCHARGE VESSEL.
In an analogous manner we find the relation
between pressure rise and gas pumped into
a receiver, as shown in fig. 7. Both diag,-._
rams are drawn for air with 540DR initial
temperature.
2.1,3, TRANSfER BETWEEN VESSELS.
figures 8 and 9 shaw four typical cases
haw gas supplied in steel cylinders with
2200 psig is transferred to a receiver

with 20000 psi maximum pressure. In case I
the receiver - perhaps a large storage tank
for nitrogen - has a volume 5 times the vel·
uma of the group of steal cylinders connected simultaneou sly to the intake manifold ; the supply cylinders are to be pumpad down to 300 psig, further pump-down is
not economical in most cases; the receiver
is empty at the beginning and the gas is b~
passed until pressures are equalized, than
the compressor started; almost 23 groups of
cylinders will be necessary to completely
fill the receiver.
In case II the volume ratio is 0,216, perhaps a small laboratory tank, just the size
to take the contents of one supply cylinder.
In case III the tank is not emptied completely, but only down to the supply pressure
of 2200 psig, the volume ratio must then be
0,289. case IV illustrates a ratio of 0,667.
2.2. BEHAVIOR DURING COMPRESSION.
2.2,0_. GENERAL.
Eq.(6) remains valid with correct choice of
n. Each sta9e is to be treated as in Sec.
1.2. Eq.(43) must be replaced by
(43a) fS'"', (sL·vft,m·T 10 );(sH·.M.t· T0 )
Strictly speaking the usa of the factor
T10;r 0 is not correct any more, but in as
much as both temperatures differ
very little, the error is negligible.
2,2,1. BEHAVIOR IN EACH STAGE.
2.2.1.1. Pumping Down,
With correct n"-values mast equations remain valid, temperature s, however, must be
taken from the diagram, if interesting . Eq.
(16) and (19) remain valid, but integration
with average values of the exponents involves a small error,
2.2.1.2. Pumping Up,
Capacity cannot be computed any more by Eq.
(25a) ; calculate the gas supplied as per
Sec. 2.1.2. and multiply by the constant
density at the inlet, Eq.(29) gives a very
good approximatio n, but the displacemen t
can only be computed in steps, as will be
exemplified in Sac. 2.2.2,3.3.3 .
2.2.1.3, Transfer:
Eq.(35) cannot be used any more,find pressures according to 2.Z.3. Eq. (36) must be
modified as follows
(36a) d~- "'Bs :(t'-1) • dp 0 I (n" •t..J)
2,2.2, SEVERAL STAGES.
2 2,2.0, General Arrangement .
A numerical example may illustrate the situation, Gas is supplied in steel cylinders
with 2200 psig, which are to be pumped down
to 300 psig, and the gas delivered to a receiver with 15000 psig; we select four stages with the pressure ratios of 2,85, 2,7,
2.6, and 2,5 reap.
8

2.2.2.1. Uncontrolled Admission,
In the seemingly simplest case I no valves,
as shown in Fig.10 are provided; the gas
flows directly to the first stage inlet.If
then with the lowest intake pressure the
stage pressures are to be as indicated in
line Ib of Table IX, we obviously must provide for the pressures shown on line la,i,
a. the individual stages must be built far
~he pressures marked with asterisks, and it
~s clear that introduction of the full intake pressure into the large first stage
causes excessive cost and extremely high
peak power.
2.2.2.2. Controlled Admission.
With arrangement II supply lines are provided to the higher stages,eithe r fully open
or closed by automatic valves "A",dependin g
on the upstream pressure.As long as p is
higher than the desired intake pressu§re
of a particualr stage the "A"valve remains
closed and gas is admitted only to the next
higher stage; check valves "R" prevent back
flaw. The design pressures, also marked by
asterisks, are considerably lower than for I.
In case III automat!~ reducing valves "M"
keep the downstream pressure constantly at
the.design value, resulting in still lower
des~gn pressures,
For equal displacemen t case I requires by
far the greatest weight,cons truction cast,
and large~t motor, but also has the greatest capac~ty; case III is considerably less
e~pensive, but also has a much smaller capac~tYt whereas case II lies in between. In
case IV the gas is always throttled down
and fed into the first stage; this results
in least cost for compressor and motor and
control, has the same capacity and motor
size as III,but is far inferior as to total
work required, due to the high throttling
losses.
Far an exact analysis the different periods
must be considered, during which each stage
either 1) idles~ or 2)pumps between constant
pr)essures, or 3Jpumps with constant~ratio,or
4 from constant inlet against increasing
outlet,or5)f ram decreasing inlet against constan~ outlet, or 6) between decreasing inlet
and 1ncreasing outlet pressures, The first
5 cases ca~ be de~lt with as per Sac. 1.1.1.
and 2.1.; ~f cond~tion 6) prevails only in
one stage~ one can proceed as per Sec.2.2,1.3
however, ~f it prevails simultaneou sly in
several stages, as in case I the matter becomes too complicated for the formulation of
generally vali~ equations. Fortunately this
mode of operat~on is feasible only for small
compressors with not more than twa stages;
we can, therefore, limit our consideratio ns
to this spacial case.
2,2.2,3. Special Case:Two-sta ge Transfer.
2.2.2,3,1, Theory.
For easy notation we write
(5 )
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?0 = o/4, I v/;l,L

eaca~se of the good cooling we may sat
T10 "'T 0 , thus
(43b)
X>· s ;s_
F;q. (44) anc;l • L H. (45) r$mai~ v~lid, but
~42a)cJ_"''J(J SL lL/(SH .{H)
replaces (42),Beca~se of the short duration
the re-axpansi9n m~y be presumed adiabatic,
n 1 ==k, also at high£, the Qischarge time is
very short, thus TIII~TII' see Fig.1.
Thus
n-k
(51a) T 1 VJT 1 == t Exp n-:1(
The exponent is very closa~y== -0.08, so for
£between 2 and 6 T v/T 1 ~aY be taken as
0.9 exactly enough 1ror our purpose.
Which intermec;liate pressure is desirable,
and which ratio SL/SH must be chosen to pro
dues it can be approached from two differ~nt points of view:
1,)0ne can endeavor to minimize the work,
particularly at the peak pressures, for
which the conditton is
n
n

cr ,.

(52a)£L"'

c~· t~li]

E;xp

2nl.~H=nLH_

nH

2.) On the other hand one can endeavor to

A1 g a r

1

t

h m

(60) Choosefd (61) Choose Pmi (62)p 1 =Pm/t Li
(63)~and~ From Table VIII~
(Q4~· ~from eq. (60.) ,; \64a) ff f~om eq.\43b)j
(fi5 f/t... from diagram adiabatic;
(66 P~H from eq.(44);(67) pH from diagram;
\ 6a)tH = PHIPMi \ 69 ) Er "'rL·z;Hi
(70) PL;; AL"Poo7 P1) PH= AH•pH;
(72)~L from eq.(1ac)J (73) Jt .. PL/~L;
(74) Q = Ot• -l-Lj (75) nlfrom diag.& aq(48a)/
(76) IVL from · eq. \3) J(77) r;L from eq(4
(78) nHdiagram and sq. (48a);
(79) t1/H from eq. (3) j (80) V'H from eq, (4);
( 81 ) WL =: 211 7 ., I 4J L • (
-1 ) • dft_ i

ii.

(82) wH"' 2117"1/coH • <rH .. 1) ·~ '·
(83) wT"' wL+ wHi (84) wT,s "'wT • Q
Wherein nis the den$ity of the gas ~;:~.t the
intake compared to atmospheric pressure,
wl, wH and wT the work in ft "l.bs for each
Acft, Q the capacity in Acft and
WT s the total work in ft"lbs, the last
' two for each eft gisplaceme'rit or the
first stage, The results· are valid for all
"simllar"'~achines,i,e, for thos~ hav~ng
the same d1splacement ratio SL/SH.

reduce tha cost of compressor and drive.For
well known reasons the strokes are prefer~
ably alike, thus for best util~zation of
the structure the dead center forces should
be alike, or the condition for minimum peak
forces is
(53c) i: H == SL/ SH
2.2.2.3.3,2. Selection of Dimensions,
Either solution can be found by trial and
Chosen: LP Bore D "' 7/8 11 , St~okel;lothjstages
error (details omitted for lack of space),
J = 1-3/4",Spaed L N = 250 Rpm, Striking
but for a hi h ressure com ressor the are
Clearance both j = 1/16", empirically~=
essen ia ly dif ere~
er•as or'par e~
0.05 •.@"' 1.15 both ~tages; 4 identical
gases they can be satisfied simultaneously
revers1ble valves was the most economical
with f. L "'£ H = \[E; , as is well known~
~hoice (smaller size for the HP would have
brought manufacturing difficulties and en2,2.2.3,2, Algorithm.
dangered the reliability); Clearance space
We may now compute the intermediate pressuof each valve C "' 0.11 cu.in; thus, c =
re of a two-stage compressor for given in0.138, ul"' 1,10~,ml= 0.15g (eq.18 and hb)
take and discharge pressures, and from this
Due
to the long copper tubing from the inall desired parameters such as volumetric
take manifold to the compressor we may asefficiency, work,power,temperatures for
sume T0 =:T 10 = 490°, even if the gas should
each operating ~ondition,
cool
during expans~on in the cylinSelect an array of£. L and p 1n values, figure
~ers. T1 , therefore ,estimated = 5300 (Fig.
for each pair pland
pH' aHd draw a dia,5ec.2.2.3,1.), thus, T V = 470. Temperatgram with ordin-ates pL ~nd pH and parameures ar~ not important by1 thamselves,our
ters p and f
. Auxilrary diagrams will
assumpt1on only means that the slope or exthen yPeld roLund values for other parameponent of the adiabatics is determined from
ters, which can be transferred to the pla.470° origin, ~hich can.only 9ause a negliP -diagram. This leads to the following alg1ble error. ~1n Eq.(75) and l7ti) we estimgHorithm, which, if repetitive enough, can
ate = 0.67, which correspond's approximateeasily Qe computerized,See overleaf,
lytoaXof0,7inEq. (9).
2.2.2,3.3, Numerical Example.
The problem is now to determine the dimensions of the HP cylinder:
2,2.2,3,3,1, Problem.
Consideration !,Minimizing work: By trial
Design a small nitrogen compressor for laband error we find that for p ,. 2200 and p ~
oratory use:single-acting,vert ical cylind19000 a Pm = 10300 satisfiesLEq.(52a) re-H
ers water cooling thorughout, cranks at
sul~ing
in Z L=4. 7~ and £H = 1. 82; ~om1B0°•displacament of first stage 0,15 cfm,
.Puhng now A. L andtp Hand
applying Eq,
mean piston speed not over 100 fpm; intake
(42a) we arrive at a HP bore of 0 =:0,468
from 2200 dowg to 300 psig, discharge pres=:15/32"; details in Table X. NoteH that the
sure up to ·1g DO ps1g, hign pressure receiload on the LP mechanism is twica as high
of 0.4 eft geometrical volumeJand manifold
as on the /r.JP,
connections for 3 steel cylinders provided,
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Consideration Il,Minimiz!nq Construction
Cost: Again by trial and error we find that
a-p;-of only69oo psi satisfies Eq.(53c),result"ing in DH"'O• 555 = 9/16 11 and almost equal
load for the two s~aQes, A look at table X
shows that this second alternative is by
far preferable, as the cost of the machine
is at least 30 o/o lower, the capacity abt,
7 o/o higher, although this must be obtained by a 7 o/o increase in peak power,
2,2,2.~.3.3, Computation,
With the dimensions now fixed numerical
values tan be inserted in our equations~
which simplifies some of them considerably,
The result for our machine is shown in diagram 11, As long as the intake pressure axteeds the receiver pressure, the gas is,of
course, by-passed )that is the range left
of the line f T "' 1 is to be disregarded;
between this
line and the dashed curve,
which was found from Eq. (45a), t H remains
"'1, the compression takes place only in
the first stage.
In Fig. 12,13,and 15 parameters for round
values of~L'Q' and WT 9 were found and than
transferr ad to di ' agrams 14 and 16,onto which also the curves for the receiver
pressures were superimposed, computed as
per Sec.2,1,3. and shown as cases II and
III on f'ig.9 •. Remember,they refer to 1 cf.t
bf intake vessel volume. These curves are
divided into 9 sections during each of
which 14 Acft ( of the total 126) are transferred; by dividing 14 by the Q-value, taken at the midpoint (marked by a small circle) we obtain the necessary displacement,
see Fig,14; for greater accuracy a correc•
tion factor may be applied,considering the
fact that the gas is warming up from the
supply cylinder to the compressor, Multiplying again the displacement with the specific work Wr 8 (see tig.15) yields the
work for the ' section. Finally adding up
the 9 sections we arrive at the total displacement and work required for the transfer of the gas contained in 1 eft of intake
vessel under the given conditions, The result is the following. For case II :
The volume of our receiver plus aftercooler
plus HP-pipe lines is 0.41 eft, the displace~ent of our compressor is 0,15 cfm, Thus,
the stee 1 cylinders connected must havt a
volume of0.41/0.216 = 1,9 eft, The total
displacement re~uired for 1 eft intake vessel was found by the described computation
to be 2~158 eft, consequently we need a
displacement of 2,158 "1,9
4,1 crt, or
the time required fo~ the transfer is
4,1/0,15 = 27 min; the work was found to
520000 ft'lbs per eft intake vessel,the
total will ,thu•,be 990000 ft'lbs =0.5H~h
= 0,37 kWh, The peak power from Fig 16
can be read as abt, 290000 ft•lbs/ eft =
290000 '0.15 = 44000 ft'lbs/min = 1,34 HP.
For case llithe result is: Volume of connected cylinders=1,l7 cft,total displacs~ent 2,6 eft, time17,7 min,wotk 0,32 HPh,

=
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peak power 1,45 HP. These figures, of cour~
sa refer to indicated power; brake power
is considerably higher 1 as no good mechanical efficiency can be expected.
The power could be kept rather low,if we
always could make the highest discharge
pressure coincide with the lowest intake
pressure and vice versa; in Practice, howaver pressures may occasionally be high on
both sides simultaneously, and we must design for a peak load of 840000 ft'lbs pet
eft displacement or 3,8 HP \see Fig, 16).
On the diagrams presented thus far pl extends from 2200 down to 300 psia, as generally the steel cylinders need not be exhausted farther, If, however, the gas is
valuable and the supplier will not give
credit for the returned remainder, it may
be economical to transfer gas from a group
of almost empty cylinders into one of them,
when the compressor is not needed otherwis~
or to pump the gas from the high pressure
vessel, e.g. an autoclave back into the cylinders. For these cases, where pH will
not exceed 300 psi,diagrams 17
and 18
are provided, As no great accuracy is required it seemed permissible to use the
perfect gas law, It turns out tha~ in this
range the curves fort L, Pm• and ,{L are
practically straight lrnes,
Case V is the reverse of case II, the gas
being returned from a 0,41 eft receiver into 1,9 eft cylinders; the pressures will
equalize at abt, 1770 psia, it will then
take5,6 min to pump the receiver down to
300 psia and fill the cylinders to 2100 ;
pumping down to 150 psia would require additional 3,4 min,
In case VI 3 cylinders are pumped down ftom
3oo to 70 psia and the gas transferred to
a fourth one, in which the pressure will
rise to abt. 900 psia; if all cylinders are
standard size of abt. 1,2 eft, this will
take 51 min, and the question is whether
the 68Acft saved are worth the effortj Helium probably yes, nitrogen probably no.
Work and power need not be investigeted,as
they are very low and neither important for
the design nor for the economy; hawever,
diagram 16 shows that for case V the indicated power wiil not exceed 0,5 HP,
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